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Microsoft 365 search outage affects Outlook,
Teams, and SharePoint

Microsoft is investigating an ongoing issue preventing some customers from using the search

functionality across multiple Microsoft 365 services.

The list of affected services includes but is not limited to Outlook on the Web, Exchange Online,

SharePoint Online, Microsoft Teams, and Outlook desktop clients. "We're investigating an issue

where users may be unable to use the search functionality in multiple Microsoft 365 services,"

Microsoft tweeted earlier today.

"We're analzying service telemetry to determine the source of impact and develop a mitigation

plan," the company added in a Microsoft 365 admin center incident report. The company has

yet to reveal if this is a worldwide issue or only affects customers from a limited number of

areas.
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More #News

University websites using MediaWiki, TWiki hacked to serve Fortnite spam

Decoy Dog malware toolkit found after analyzing 70 billion DNS queries

GitHub now allows enabling private vulnerability reporting at scale

 

#Breach Log

US, UK warn of govt hackers using custom malware on Cisco routers

Yellow Pages Canada con�rms cyber attack as Black Basta leaks data

Hackers can breach networks using data on resold corporate routers

 

#Patch Time!

CISA adds printer bug, Chrome zero-day and ChatGPT issue to exploited vulnerabilities

catalog

VMware �xes vRealize bug that let attackers run code as root

Microsoft Defender update causes Windows Hardware Stack Protection mess

 

#Tech and #Tools

The best VPNs for Android (and why your phone needs one)

Google ads push BumbleBee malware used by ransomware gangs

Lazarus hackers now push Linux malware via fake job offers
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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